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In this paper, we proposed a new building recognition method named subregion’s multiscale gist feature (SM-gist) extraction and
corresponding columns information based dimensionality reduction (CCI-DR). Our proposed building recognition method is
presented as a two-stage model: in the first stage, a building image is divided into 4 × 5 subregions, and gist vectors are extracted
from these regions individually. Then, we combine these gist vectors into a matrix with relatively high dimensions. In the second
stage, we proposed CCI-DR to project the high dimensional manifold matrix to low dimensional subspace. Compared with the
previous building recognitionmethod the advantages of our proposedmethod are that (1) gist features extracted by SM-gist have the
ability to adapt to nonuniform illumination and that (2) CCI-DR can address the limitation of traditional dimensionality reduction
methods, which convert gist matrices into vectors and thus mix the corresponding gist vectors from different feature maps. Our
building recognition method is evaluated on the Sheffield buildings database, and experiments show that our method can achieve
satisfactory performance.

1. Introduction

Building recognition has become an important research area
in the field of computer vision. It can be applied to many
real world problems, such as robot vision, localization [1],
architectural design, and mobile device navigation [2, 3].
Building recognition is a challenging task because building
images may be taken under various conditions. For instance,
the same building may be taken for images from different
viewpoints or under different lighting conditions, and some
of these building images may be suffered from occlusions.

Li and Shapiro [4] applied SIFT descriptors to extracting
scale invariant features from images.Thismakes it possible to
produce robust and trusted matching among different views
of the same building. In [3] the Harris corner detector was
employed so that important points for matching buildings
can be extracted from the world space for mobile devices.
In [5] a hierarchical building recognition approach, which

is a two-stage model, was proposed. The first stage of this
approach is based on localized color histograms. As for the
second stage, SIFT descriptors for local image regions were
matched to achieve better recognition results.

As Li and Allinson [6] pointed out, all the above men-
tioned building recognition algorithms have the following
two limitations: first, all these algorithms are based on
low-level visual feature detection and the low-level visual
features include line segments and vanishing points. So the
methods presented in [1–5] are called low-level visual feature
methods.The representational performance of thesemethods
is restricted because by purely using low-level features the
deeper semantic concepts cannot be better or even possibly
revealed. Second, these low-level visual feature methods tend
to have very high computational cost and memory demand.
This is because the recognition is carried out based on pairs
of raw feature vectors, whose dimensions may be very high.
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To address the above two limitations of low-level visual
feature methods, Li and Allinson [6] developed a new
building recognition method, in which the saliency and gist
model proposed by Siagian and Itti [7] was used to extract
gist features. Siagian and Itti’s model was originally used in
the task of scene classification. In Siagian and Itti’s model 34
feature subchannels are extracted from the original image.
Then each feature subchannel is divided into several 4× 4 grid
subregions and the mean of each grid is taken to produce 16
values for the gist vector.Therefore, the original image can be
represented by a feature vectorwith 544 dimensions. In Li and
Allinson’s method, to improve the computational efficiency
and at the same time preserve as much as possible the
useful information for recognition, several dimensionality
reduction methods, including principal components analysis
(PCA) [8], locality preserving projection (LPP) [9], and
linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [10], are employed for
dimensionality reduction before classification.

Although the building recognition scheme proposed by
Li and Allinson has been proven to be more effective than
those low-level visual feature methods [1–5], this method
has two limitations: (1) Siagian and Itti’s model was directly
applied in building recognition, but building recognition is
different from scene classification, because building recogni-
tionmay encounter the problem of nonuniform illumination.
(2) The gist vectors extracted from different feature maps
were combined to form a 544-dimensional feature vector.
This representation may ignore some features which are
useful to discriminate the original image from others.

To address the above mentioned limitations of Li and
Allinson’s method, we propose a novel building recognition
method named subregion’s multiscale gist feature (SM-gist)
extraction and corresponding columns information based
dimensionality reduction (CCI-DR), which forms the main
contribution of this research.

To address the first limitation, we proposed a novel
gist feature extraction method—subregion’s multiscale gist
feature (SM-gist) extraction. Different from Siagian and Itti’s
gist model, which builds a Gaussian pyramid of nine spatial
scales for each feature channel to extract early visual features
from the original image directly, the SM-gist first divides a
building image into 4 × 5 subregions and extracts early visual
features from these subregions individually. The reason for
doing this is that the lighting conditions of an image may be
complicated; however, it is also the fact that the illumination
is more uniform in subareas. The Gaussian pyramids built
by SM-gist for subareas have five spatial scales. In addition,
the center-surround operation is redefined in SM-gist.This is
because the size of each subregion is much smaller than that
of the original image; if we still create Gaussian pyramids of
nine spatial scales, the images in the top levelmay not contain
effective information.

To address the second limitation, we propose the corre-
sponding columns information based dimensionality reduc-
tion (CCI-DR). CCI-DR belongs to the graph embedding
framework. Different from the state-of-the-art graph based
dimensionality reduction methods, which transform gist
matrices into their vectorial forms, CCI-DR is based on fea-
ture matrices’ corresponding columns information, namely,

the corresponding gist feature vectors, to determine whether
two feature matrices can be neighbors when constructing
neighbor graph. By doing this, gist vectors corresponding to
different features will not be mixed together, and the features
across different building images can be compared.

Many real world datasets of interest are often in high
dimension, which brings great challenges in data processing
and analysis. So dimensionality reduction algorithm has
broad application prospects. Our proposed dimensionality
reduction algorithmCCI-DRhas great potential to be applied
to a wide range of applications, including face recognition
[9, 11–14], data-driven fault diagnosis [15–18], switched sys-
tems [19, 20], and object category and handwritten digits
recognition [21–23].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we propose the SM-gist extraction method. In Section 3 we
first present the CCI-DR method and then apply CCI-DR
to a state-of-the-art unsupervised dimensionality reduction
algorithm: locality preserving projection (LPP) [9]. This is
followed by the report of experiments in Section 4, which
evaluates the performance of SM-gist and CCI-DR. Finally
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Subregion’s Multiscale Gist Feature
(SM-Gist) Extraction

It has been suggested by psychophysics research that human
has the ability to grasp the holistic information from a scene
over a single glance, which is known as the gist of a scene
[24]. Siagian and Itti [7] proposed a gist feature and visual
attention scene classification framework. Li and Allinson
[6] applied Siagian and Itti’s model in building recognition.
In this section, we will introduce in detail our subregion’s
multiscale gist feature (SM-gist) extraction.

2.1.The Effect of Nonuniform Illumination on Saliency. Build-
ing recognition is different from scene classification, because
it may encounter nonuniform illumination. The variety of
lighting conditions of an imagemay be complicated; however,
it is also the fact that the illumination is more uniform in
local areas. When an image was irradiated by unilateral light,
the saliency in some part of the image subject to stronger
intensity of light is lower than that in the part subject to
the weaker intensity of light. This is because an increase in
the light intensity in the background of the image causes
the decrease of relative discrepancy in this area compared
to the rest of the image. This leads to a big homogeneous
area in the image. From information theory we know that the
higher frequency of appearance the pixels have, the smaller
the amount of information we can obtain. This is the reason
why the side of the image containing a bigger proportion of
homogeneous area has smaller saliency.

Itti et al. [25] proposed a saliency-based visual attention
model, which can extract early visual features. Then these
visual features are combined together to form a single
topographical saliency map. We utilize the visual attention
model to compute saliency map of two images selected from
the Sheffield buildings database.
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Figure 1: Four-by-five subregions.

Figure 2 shows the effect of nonuniform illumination on
the saliency map. Figure 2(a) shows the original map; we can
see the light on the right side is stronger. Figure 2(b) is the
saliency map of the original map, and we can see that the
details of the right side are blurred.Then, we divide the build-
ing image into 4 × 5 subregions (as shown in Figure 1) and
compute saliency for each subregion individually. Figure 2(c)
shows the saliency map based on subregions. We can see that
the details of the right side are wellmanifested. As Figure 2(d)
shows, there is a bunch of sunshine on the right side of the
image. The right side of the saliency map calculated by Itti’s
model is severely blurred, as shown in Figure 2(e), but the
right side of subregions based saliency map in Figure 2(f)
contains a bit more details.

2.2. Early Visual Feature Extraction. To reduce the nonuni-
form illumination effects, we propose the subregion’s mul-
tiscale gist feature (SM-gist) extraction method. A building
image is first divided into 4 × 5 subregions and early visual
features are extracted from these regions individually. For
each subregion, we extract early visual features, including
color, intensity, and orientation, and these features are
extracted in parallel. Figure 3 shows the progress of visual
features extraction.

As in [25], the intensity of each subregion is computed by
the following equation:

𝐼 = (𝑟 + 𝑔 + 𝑏) . (1)

We obtain four color channels𝑅 (red),𝐺 (green),𝐵 (blue),
and 𝑌 (yellow) [25] according to
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In the above 𝑟, 𝑔, and 𝑏 are red, green, and blue channels
of the RGB color space of the original image, respectively.

Because the size of each subregion is much smaller than
the original image, for each subregion’s intensity 𝐼 a dyadic
Gaussian pyramid 𝐼(𝜎) of five spatial scales is created by a
linear filter, where 𝜎 = 1, . . . , 5. Similarly, for each color
channel four Gaussian pyramids 𝑅(𝜎), 𝐵(𝜎), 𝑌(𝜎), and 𝐺(𝜎)
are created. Different from Itti’s model our center-surround
operation is redefined as follows: the center is a pixel at scale
𝑐 = {1, 2} and the surround is the corresponding pixels at
scale 𝑠 = 𝑐 + 𝛿, where 𝛿 = {2, 3}. We obtain feature maps
through applying the center-surround operation to Gaussian
pyramids. We get four intensity contrast feature maps by
(3) as in [25], where ⊝ denotes the across-scale difference
between two images in a Gaussian pyramid.Then, eight color
contrast images are obtained by color pairs red-green as
shown in (4) [25] and blue-yellow as shown in (5) [25]:

𝐼 (𝑐, 𝑠) = |𝐼 (𝑐) ⊝ 𝐼 (𝑠)| , (3)

𝑅𝐺 (𝑐, 𝑠) = |(𝑅 (𝑐) − 𝐺 (𝑐)) ⊝ (𝐺 (𝑠) − 𝑅 (𝑠))| , (4)

𝐵 (𝑐, 𝑠) = |(𝐵 (𝑐) − 𝑌 (𝑐)) ⊝ (𝑌 (𝑠) − 𝐵 (𝑠))| . (5)

For each subregion of the original image, we use Gabor
filters [26] with 4 different scales 𝑐 = {1, 2, 3, 4} and 4 different
angles 𝜃 = {0∘, 45∘, 90∘, 135∘} to extract 16 orientation feature
maps [25].

After features of all the subregions have been extracted,
we assemble the subregion feature maps which represent
the same early visual feature into an assembled feature map
according to the relative positions of these subregion feature
maps to the original image. By doing this, we will obtain
28 assembled feature maps for each building image, and
each assembled feature map contains 4 × 5 subregions.
Each assembled featuremap represents one particular feature
of the original building image (e.g., color, orientation, or
intensity).

2.3. Gist Feature Extraction. Agist feature is obtained froman
assembled feature map by taking the mean of each subregion
to produce 20 values for a gist column. In total, 28 gist
columns are computed: 4 for intensity, 8 for color, and 16
for orientations. Then, all the gist feature columns computed
from the 28 assembled feature maps are combined into a
matrix, which we named the gist feature matrix. The gist
featurematrixwill be utilized to describe the original building
image. Figure 4 shows this process.

3. Corresponding Columns Information Based
Dimensionality Reduction

A building image is represented by a gist feature matrix
with dimension being 20 × 28. The gist feature matrix was
introduced in the previous section and can be seen as a
low-dimensional manifold embedded in a high-dimensional
space. Consequently, dimensional reduction algorithmsmust
be applied to gist feature matrices for building images.

3.1. Graph-Based Dimensionality Reduction Method. Re-
cently, graph-based dimensionality reduction (DR) methods
become more and more popular in pattern recognition.
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Figure 2:The effect of nonuniform illumination on saliency. (a) and (d) are the original maps selected from the Sheffield buildings database.
(b) and (e) are saliency maps calculated by Itti’s model. (c) and (f) are subregions based saliency maps.
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Figure 3: Each subregion’s visual feature extract progress.

Yan et al. [27] proposed a graph embedding framework
and stated that most of the DR methods [8, 9, 13, 14, 28]
could be considered as instances of this framework. Graph
construction plays a vital role in improving the performance
of graph-based DR algorithms, because graph is a powerful
tool, which can capture structural information hidden in the
original data. Firstly, we give a review of the traditional graph
construction method.

Consider a set of 𝑁 sample matrices 𝐴 = {𝐴
1
, . . . , 𝐴

𝑁
},

which are taken from an (𝑛 × 𝑚)-dimensional space. Then,

we transform the original samplematrices into their vectorial
forms and denote these vectors as 𝑋 = {𝑋

1
, . . . , 𝑋

𝑁
}, 𝑋
𝑖
∈

𝑅
𝐷. Let 𝐺 = {𝑉, 𝐸,𝑊} denote the weighted graph where
𝑉 corresponds to the vectors in the vector set 𝑋; 𝐸 denotes
the edge set between the sample pairs and matrix𝑊 denotes
the weight value of the edge between two samples. The
construction of the graph 𝐺 can be presented as a two-stage
model. In the first stage, edges between two samples will be
constructed by the 𝑘 nearest neighbor [27] method; namely,
samples 𝑖 and 𝑗 are connected by an edge if 𝑖 is one of the 𝑘
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Four intensity feature maps Eight color feature maps (B-Y and R-G)

Gist feature matrix

Sixteen orientations feature maps at four different angles at four different spatial scales

Figure 4: The process of building a gist feature matrix. We take the mean of each subregion in each assembled feature map to produce 20
values for a gist column. In total, 28 gist columns are computed. Then all the gist feature columns are combined into a gist feature matrix.

nearest neighbors of 𝑗, or 𝑗 is one of the 𝑘 nearest neighbors
of 𝑖.

In the second stage, the weight value for each edge is
calculated. The weight value of𝑊

𝑖𝑗
is calculated as in [27].
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3.2. Our Proposed Method. In Siagian and Itti’s scene classifi-
cation model [7], gist vectors extracted from different feature
maps were combined to form a 544-dimensional feature
vector. This representation may ignore some features which
are useful to discriminate the original image from others. We
note that each column of the feature matrix is a gist feature
vector which corresponds to a visual feature of the original
building image. Inspired by this, we proposed corresponding
columns information based dimensionality reduction (CCI-
DR) method which is particularly suitable for dimensional
reduction on gist feature matrices. CCI-DR is based on fea-
ture matrices’ corresponding columns information, namely,
the corresponding gist feature vectors, to determine whether
two feature matrices can be neighbors when constructing
neighbor graph. We name the graph constructed by CCI-
DR as the corresponding columns information based graph
(CCIG).

Suppose 𝐴 = {𝐴
1
, . . . , 𝐴

𝑁
} is a building image set taken

from an (𝑛 × 𝑚)-dimensional space. Let 𝑙 (𝑙 = 1, 2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑚, 𝑚 is
the maximum column number of the sample matrix) denote
the column number of each sample matrix. There are three
steps to construct CCIG = {𝑉, 𝐸,𝑊}.

Step 1. Instead of calculating the 𝑘 nearest neighbors of each
sample, we calculate the 𝑘 nearest neighbors of each column
of each sample. For example, let 𝐴𝑙

𝑖

denote the 𝑙th column of
sample𝐴

𝑖
. We consider that𝐴𝑙

𝑖

and𝐴𝑙
𝑗

are column neighbors
if 𝐴𝑙
𝑗

is among the 𝑘 nearest column neighbors of 𝐴𝑙
𝑖

or 𝐴𝑙
𝑖

is
among the 𝑘 nearest column neighbors of 𝐴𝑙

𝑗

.

Figure 5 shows column 𝐴𝑙
𝑖

’s three nearest column neigh-
bors. We use ten large rectangles to represent ten sample
matrices, and black dots in these rectangles denote the
values of matrices. In addition, small bold rectangular boxes
represent the column 𝑙 of each sample.

Step 2. We define sample similarity as the number of column
neighbors between two samples.The higher the similarity the
two samples have, the more similar the two samples are. 𝑆

𝑖𝑗

is used to denote the number of column neighbors between
samples 𝐴

𝑖
and 𝐴

𝑗
. When deciding which sample pairs can

be neighbors of each other, we only consider the sample pairs
whose sample similarity is nonzero. This is because if there
is no nearest neighbor column between two sample matrices,
the two samples are not similar at all, and consequently they
cannot be neighbors. The adjacency matrix 𝐸 of CCIG is
constructed according to the following equation:

𝐸
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(8)

where 𝑆
𝑖∙
= [𝑆
𝑖𝑗
], 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 1, and 𝑆

𝑖∙
is a vector

which denotes the sample similarity of sample𝐴
𝑖
for all other

samples. ‖ ∙ ‖
0
denotes the 𝐿0-norm, which represents the

number of nonzero entries in a vector. So, ‖𝑆
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‖
0

denotes the
number of nonzero entries in vector 𝑆

𝑖∙
. Let ‖ ∙ ‖

1
denote the

𝐿
1-norm, which is the linear combination of absolute value of

each entry in a vector. So, ‖𝑆
𝑖∙
‖
1

is the summation of entries
in vector 𝑆

𝑖∙
.
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Figure 6: (a)–(c) are sample images from categories 1, 10, and 31, respectively.

Formula (8) means that if sample similarity between
samples 𝐴

𝑖
and 𝐴

𝑗
is greater than the mean of sample

similarities between 𝐴
𝑖
and all other samples, 𝐴

𝑗
will be

considered as a neighbor of 𝐴
𝑖
, and we put an edge between

them; that is, 𝐸
𝑖𝑗
= 1.

Step 3. We utilize (6) to compute the weight value for each
edge.

The constructionmethod of CCIG is in a general manner,
which can be used in most of graph-based dimensional-
ity reduction algorithms. In this research, we incorporate
CCIG into a state-of-the-art unsupervised dimensionality
reduction algorithm: locality preserving projection (LPP)
[9] and develop a new dimensionality reduction algorithm
called CCIG-LPP. Similar to LPP, CCIG-LPP aims to preserve
gist feature matrices’ local manifold structures in high-
dimensional space. CCIG-LPP is used to determine whether

two feature matrices can be neighbors by comparing corre-
sponding gist feature columns. CCIG-LPP will not mix gist
vectors corresponding to different features together, and the
features across different building images can be compared.
So, CCIG-LPP is particularly suitable for gist featurematrices’
dimensional reduction.

4. Experiments

To evaluate the performance of SM-gist and CCI-DR, we
carry out a series of experiments on the Sheffield buildings
database [29]. The Sheffield buildings database includes 40
buildings, and for each building, the number of building
images varies from 100 to 400. There are in total 3192 images
with size 160 × 120. Some sample images of the Sheffield
building database are shown in Figure 6, and we can see
that the database contains many challenging images, because
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Figure 7: The two-dimensional visualization of the three algorithms. (a) CCIG-LPP, (b) LPP, and (c) PCA.

building images may be taken from various viewpoints, and
images may have different scaling and illumination condi-
tions, and theremay exist occlusion and rotation phenomena.

The number of building images in each category is
different in the original database. We select a subset which
we name as 𝑆1 from the original database. 𝑆1 consists of 40
categories, and we select the first 20 images for each building.

4.1. Validation of CCI-DR
4.1.1. Gist FeatureManifold Visualization. In this experiment,
we randomly selected 4 categories from 𝑆1, and 20 images
form each category. We first used SM-gist model to extract
these images’ gist features and obtain gist feature matrices of
these images. All these gist feature matrices were projected
to the 2-dimensional subspace by CCIG-LPP, LPP, and PCA,
respectively. Figure 7 shows the 2-dimensional visualization
effect of the three algorithms. From Figure 7 we can see the
followings.

(1) As shown in Figure 7(a), the samples belonging to
four different classes are well separated in the 2-
dimensional subspace projected by CCIG-LPP.

(2) Figure 7(b) shows the 2-dimensional subspace pro-
jected by LPP, and we can see that the categories
represented by red stars were dispersed into three
locations, and parts of them were mixed with blue
circles.

(3) From Figure 7(c) we can see that, in the subspace
projected by PCA, the samples are basically entangled
together.

(4) In summary, CCIG-LPP well preserved local intra-
class geometry while maximized the local interclass
margin separability of different categories.Thismeans
that it can maintain more discriminative information
for building classification.

4.1.2. Experiment for Accuracies and Different Reduced Di-
mensions. In this experiment, 𝑚 (𝑚 = 3 and 4) images
of each category are randomly selected from 𝑆1 as training
samples, and the rest are used for testing. Each experiment
was repeated 50 times, and the final results were obtained by
taking the average values of the 50 trials. Figure 8 shows the
variation of accuracies with different dimensions using LPP
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Figure 8: The recognition accuracies of LPP and CCIG-LPP versus the dimensions when three and four images were randomly selected for
each category for training. In (a) and (c) three respective images of each category were randomly selected for training. In (b) and (d) four
respective images of each category were randomly selected for training. In (a) and (b) SM-gist was used to extract gist features. In (c) and (d)
we use Siagian and Itti’s feature extraction model to extract gist features.

and CCIG-LPP. Firstly, we use our proposed SM-gist feature
extractionmodel to conduct this experiment.Weuse LPP and
CCIG-LPP on SM-gist feature space for gist feature matrices’
dimensional reduction, respectively (as shown in Figures 8(a)
and 8(b)). Then, we use Siagian and Itti’s feature extraction
model to replace SM-gist and repeat this experiment (as
shown in Figures 8(c) and 8(d)).

We can see from Figure 8 that CCIG-LPP outperforms
LPP in most cases, which is especially obvious in the low
dimension situation, regardless which kind of gist feature
extractionmodel is used.This indicates the use of CCIG-LPP
as the dimensionality reduction algorithm will make our
building recognition model perform even better.

4.2. Building Recognition. Firstly, we evaluate the perfor-
mance of SM-gist by comparing it with Siagian and Itti’s
gist feature extract model [7], which is shown by the first
and second line of Table 1. We choose locality preserving
projection (LPP) as the two gist feature extraction models’
dimensional reduction algorithm. Secondly, we evaluate our
proposed building recognition method: SM-gist and CCIG-
LPP, by comparing it with the above methods.

Let 𝐺
𝑚
/𝑃
𝑛
indicate for each category that we select 𝑚

images from 𝑆1 for training and the remaining 𝑛 (𝑚+𝑛 = 20)
images are used for testing. We generate 50 random splits,
and the final results are obtained by taking the mean of the
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Table 1: Recognition accuracy on the subset of Sheffield buildings database of different gist feature extraction model and different
dimensional reduction algorithms. The numbers in parentheses indicate the corresponding feature dimensions which give the best results
after dimensionality reduction.

𝐺
3

/𝑃
17

𝐺
4

/𝑃
16

𝐺
5

/𝑃
15

𝐺
6

/𝑃
14

𝐺
7

/𝑃
13

𝐺
8

/𝑃
12

𝐺
9

/𝑃
11

Siagian&Itti’s model + LPP 76.99 (70) 79.63 (80) 81.25 (85) 84.73 (90) 86.55 (95) 87.13 (97) 89.27 (98)

SM-gist + LPP 79.15 (30) 82.48 (35) 85.13 (35) 87.38 (35) 88.95 (35) 89.76 (35) 90.97 (35)

SM-gist + CCIG-LPP 82.09 (28) 84.69 (30) 86.73 (35) 88.42 (35) 89.96 (35) 90.54 (35) 92.95 (35)

recognition accuracies obtained from these 50 trials. The
neighbor parameter 𝑘 for LPP and CCIG-LPP is set to𝐺

𝑚
−1.

From the results presented in Table 1, we can see the
following.

(1) With the increase of the number of training samples,
the mean accuracies of all the models are improved to
some extent.

(2) SM-gist+LPP outperforms Siagian and Itti’s model+
LPP for all divisions with 𝐺

𝑚
/𝑃
𝑛
, which is more obvi-

ous when the number of training samples is smaller.
This is because SM-gist has the ability to adapt to
nonuniform illumination, which benefits from the
subregion based gist feature extraction method.

(3) The same gist extraction model using different
dimensionality reduction methods leads to different
results. This indicates that the dimensional reduction
algorithm is equally vital for building recognition
tasks.

(4) Our proposed model (SM-gist + CCIG-LPP) obtains
the best performance for building recognition, which
demonstrates the effectiveness and feasibility of our
model.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel building recognition
method named subregion’s multiscale gist feature (SM-gist)
extraction and corresponding columns information based
dimensionality reduction (CCI-DR). It is acknowledged that
the lighting conditions of an image may be various; however,
it is also the fact that the illuminationmay bemore uniform in
subareas of the image. So, in our approach building images are
divided into subregions and gist features were extracted from
each subregion individually. We note that each column of the
gist feature matrix is a gist feature vector which corresponds
to a visual feature of the original building image. So, we
proposed the corresponding columns information based
dimensionality reduction (CCI-DR) method which is based
on feature matrices’ corresponding columns information,
namely, the corresponding gist feature vectors, which can
determine whether two feature matrices can be neighbors
when constructing neighbor graph.

Several experiments are conducted on the Sheffield build-
ings database. Experimental results show that SM-gist out-
performed Siagian and Itti’s model and CCI-DR is an effec-
tive dimensionality reduction algorithm, which is especially
suitable for gist feature matrices’ dimensional reduction.
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